
General Guidelines for Mass 
Announcement (wef July 2022) 
With immediate effect, the previous guidelines on mass announcement have been rescinded. 

Instead, a new set of general guidelines have been formulated so as to allow the creativity of 

each Ministry to determine the best design for their intended mass announcements. 

General Guidelines: 

1. All mass announcement in whatever design format will be allowed. The design format 

should be concise and brief, taking into account that it be only projected briefly after 

mass. Too much information in the design format will lose the focus and attention of 

viewers. 

2. Ensure the design format is 16:9 ratio (widescreen) to avoid distortion when 

projected. To check this ratio, select “design” in Microsoft Powerpoint and click on 

“slide size”. 

3. Any font size and typeface is allowed but care should be taken to ensure readability. 

4. There is no colour restriction but be aware that what is designed from the computer 

may be seen differently when projected and on TV screen. 

5. Please also provide a short write up so that the commentator can made the necessary 

announcement when it is projected. 

6. All mass announcements in whatever design format together with the short write up, 

must be submitted latest by Tuesday evening if it is to shown after that particular 

weekend’s masses. Please send via email to KACC Chairman 

(chengsuanlee@gmail.com) and also a copy to KA office (kristusaman@archkl.org). 

Late submission will mean that it will be shown at the next weekend masses (if still 

relevant) 

7. If Ministries want a copy of the announcement to be propagated via KA's social media 

channels, they should also inform the office too and provide the visual and writeup 

for Social Comm team’s action. For other support required of Social Comm, please 

reach out in KACC Whatsapp chat group. 


